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Magnetic properties of orthorhombic T-phase Al–Pd(Fe)–Mn — members of complex metallic alloys — with different Pd(Fe)/Mn atomic ratios
were studied experimentally. The measured zero field cooling–field cooling
splitting, the frequency dependent AC susceptibility and slow thermoremanent magnetization time decay indicate that the samples possess built-in
frustration-like properties similar to those in spin glasses.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Nr, 74.25.Ha, 71.23.Ft

1. Introduction
Complex metallic alloys (CMAs) denote intermetallic phases whose giant
unit cells contain from many tens up to more than thousand atoms. Inside the
giant unit cell the atoms are arranged in clusters with local icosahedral symmetry. Consequently, in CMAs there exist two substantially different physical length
scales — so that interesting physical properties may appear (e.g. temperature
independent electrical conductivity).
2. Experimental
We have studied magnetic properties of six polygrain samples — members of CMAs — of orthorhombic T-phase Al–Pd(Fe)–Mn with local pentagonal symmetry [1] grown by the Bridgman technique. All samples have the
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same structure but different compositions: a binary Al73 Mn27 and the ternaries
Al73 Mn27−n Pdn and Al73 Mn27−n Fen (n = 2, 4, 6, shortly AMP-n and AMF-n).
The chemical compositions were determined by powder X-ray diffraction.
Magnetic properties have been investigated with a Quantum Design SQUID
magnetometer MPMS-XL-5. Susceptibility between room temperature and 100 K
follows the Curie–Weiss law χ = C/(T − θ). From the Curie constants (Table) we
calculated the average magnetic moments per magnetic ion. The average magnetic
TABLE
Curie constant C, average magnetic moment per
magnetic atom and Curie–Weiss temperature.
C

µ̄eff

θ

[emu K/mol]

[µB ]

[K]

Al73 Mn27

25.9

2.8

–11

AMF-2

22.2

2.6

–33

AMF-4

22.6

2.6

–40

AMP-2

22.0

2.7

–32

AMP-4

20.2

2.6

–10

AMP-6

18.1

2.6

–23

moments 2.7 µB for all six samples are reduced by a factor of 2 with respect to the
values expected for the bore Mn and Fe ions. This indicates that magnetic moments are partially screened by conduction-electron cloud in a conducting environment. The results of a theoretical study of the distribution of magnetic moments
over the lattice [2] show that three of the Mn sites carry substantial moments,
whereas all other Mn sites carry only small magnetic moments. Consequently the
magnetic structure lies somewhere between a random structure as in canonical
spin glasses and an ordered but nonperiodic structure as in rare-earth containing
quasicrystals. On the other hand, a relatively large negative Curie–Weiss temperature θ (ranging between –10 K and –40 K for different samples) indicates an
antiferromagnetic (AFM) interaction between magnetic moments. AFM interaction together with a nonperiodic structure may lead to a frustration-like magnetic
properties at low temperatures. The aim of our research is to describe and understand magnetic properties of the T-phase Al–Pd(Fe)–Mn CMAs in the light of
their unique magnetic structure.
3. Results and discussion
The low temperature susceptibility (Fig. 1) measured in a magnetic field
of 10 mT shows a large zero field cooling–field cooling (ZFC–FC) splitting indicating a phase transition at freezing temperature Tf . The freezing temperature
determined from the maximum in ZFC susceptibility is about 22 K for the binary
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phase Al73 Mn27 and ternaries with Fe atoms while for the Pd containing samples Tf changes with the Pd contents. The FC susceptibility below Tf is almost
temperature independent as is usually observed in spin glasses.

Fig. 1. ZFC and FC susceptibilities measured in magnetic field of 10 mT. For comparison the data for the binary sample Al73 Mn27 are plotted in both (a) and (b) figures.

AC susceptibility was measured at four frequencies of applied field: 1 Hz,
10 Hz, 100 Hz, and 1 kHz. The results for the Al73 Mn27 sample are shown in
Fig. 2. The temperature of the maximum increases with frequency of the applied
magnetic field. In the inset to Fig. 2 a relative shift of ∆Tf /Tf as a function of
log v is plotted. The dependence is linear with ∆Tf /(Tf ∆ log v) = 0.01. This value
falls in the range expected for canonical spin glasses and is about 10 times smaller
than in typical superparamagnets [3]. Similar dependences were observed for all
other samples.

Fig. 2.

AC susceptibility and shift of the Tf with frequency for the Al73 Mn27 sample.

Finally, we have searched for the slow thermoremanent magnetization
(TRM) time decay that is a typical characteristic of all frustrated systems. An
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experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The sample is cooled in a low magnetic field H
from a temperature well above Tf to a measuring temperature Tm where the cooling is stopped for a waiting time tw : this way the spin system is let to approach
an equilibrium state in the field H. After the waiting time tw the field is turned
down to zero, which results in an almost instantaneous decay of the reversible part
of the magnetization, followed by a slow decay of the irreversible part (TRM) of
the magnetization. The slow TRM decay is a consequence of high barriers in the
free-energy landscape of a frustrated system and has been observed in all studied
samples. The amplitude of TRM as a function of waiting time and measured temperature was similar as in other frustrated systems (for example spin glasses [3]
or some quasicrystals [4]).

Fig. 3. A typical TRM experiment measured in the sample AMP-4. Slow TRM decay
is shown in the inset with expanded y-scale.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the measured ZFC–FC splitting, the frequency dependent AC
susceptibility and slow TRM decay indicate that the orthorhombic T-phase Al–
Pd(Fe)–Mn quasicrystalline approximants possess built in frustration-like properties similar to those in spin glasses.
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